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ELEVATE YOUR

EXPERTISE

Learn
Virtually

The world of financial services is

Attend live courses—
review any course
on demand.

changing fast. In today’s competitive
environment, strategic marketing is
critical for your bank’s performance.
To grow, optimize and protect your
brand, learn multi-channel strategic
planning strategies at ABA’s Bank
Marketing School. In two intensive
and immersive weeks, you’ll build
leadership skills and life-long
support networks while learning the
latest tactics and trends in financial
marketing. Best of all, the school is
taught by some of today’s best bank
marketers who will show you how
to tie campaign ROI to your bank’s
bottom line.

Register today at

BMS

aba.com/BMS

ABA Bank Marketing School Core Competencies

Demonstrate
Your

VALUE

Develop
Your

STRATEGY

Know
Your

MARKET

Understand
Your

AUDIENCE

Calculate
Your

ROI
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Daily Schedule
M O N DAY

April 4
11:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Student Orientation

M O N DAY

April 11
10:30 AM – 12:00 PM
Marketing Planning
12:45 PM – 2:15 PM
Marketing Planning II
2:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Marketing Profitability I
Bank Financial Analysis

M O N DAY

April 18

All times are in ET.

T U E S DAY

April 12
10:30 AM – 12:30 PM
Marketing Profitability II
Asset/Liability Mgmt.
1:15 PM – 2:45 PM
Marketing Planning III
3:00 PM – 5:00 PM
Marketing Planning IV

T U E S DAY

April 19
10:30 AM – 12:00 PM
PR/Communications I

12:45 PM – 2:15 PM
Marketing ROI II

12:45 PM – 2:15 PM
PR/Communications II

2:30 PM – 5:00 PM
Marketing Intelligence:
Data and Analytics

2:30 PM – 4:00 PM
Banking on Multicultural
Consumers

April 13

T H U R S DAY

April 14

10:30 AM – 12:30 PM
Digital Marketing I

10:30 AM – 12:00 PM
Influencer Marketing

1:30 PM – 2:45 PM
Digital Marketing II

12:45 PM – 2:45 PM
Content Marketing
and Management

3:00 PM – 4:30 PM
Social Media Marketing

W E D N E S DAY

April 20

3:00 PM – 4:30 PM
Content Marketing
Case Study

T H U R S DAY

April 21

10:30 AM – 12:30 PM
Strategic Alignment
of Sales and Marketing

10:30 AM – 12:30 PM
Compliance and
Marketing

1:15 PM – 2:45 PM
Social Selling

1:15 PM – 2:30 PM
Marketing Risk
Management

3:00 PM – 4:30 PM
CFMP Exam
Discussion and
Preparation

2:45 PM – 4:45 PM
Effective Marketing
Leadership

BMS

10:30 AM – 12:00 PM
Marketing ROI I

W E D N E S DAY

Note: Course descriptions on the following pages are listed in the order classes are taught.
This is not an exhaustive list of all course content, but reflects all concepts covered in the program.
Course content subject to change.
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Marketing Planning
Instructor: Lance Kessler, CFMP
Using the Path to Superior Execution as its framework, this course details how marketing planning does not
happen in a vacuum. Learn how to implement a five-step participatory marketing planning process, and how
the situation analysis, competitive strategy, market segmentation, etc. play a role. Then, practice applying those
elements to a real-life case study.

Course Objectives:

Course Content:

After successfully completing this course, students
will be able to:

• Identify the Path to Superior Execution and how
marketing planning relates to that path

• Explain how an organization’s competitive
strategy relates to the marketing planning
process
• Describe the role market segmentation plays in
developing customer-centric marketing plans

• Understand the components of an effective
marketing plan and know how to build one

• Take the knowledge and experience gained

The Path to Superior Execution
Situation analysis
Competitive strategy & competitive advantage
Focus on the customer & focus on revenue
generation

• Customer-centric model
• The challenges of human engagement and
digital engagement

• Market segmentation: framework and
application

•
•
•
•
•

Participatory marketing planning process
Bank-wide marketing planning
Local market level marketing planning
Measurement of marketing plans
Leadership & accountability as it relates to
execution of a marketing plan

BMS

from applying the concepts in this course to a
real-life case study and transfer them directly
back to the workplace

•
•
•
•

“Lance Kessler does an excellent job presenting the material
and providing valuable and practical information.”
— 2021 Bank Marketing School Graduate
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Marketing Profitability: Bank Financial Analysis
and Asset/Liability Management
Instructor: Peggy Hudson, CFMP
Understanding the components of a balance sheet, and how they drive income statements, is critical to
understanding how marketing affects bank performance. Management reporting, including Asset-Liability
Management (ALCO) and profitability reporting, are used internally to manage risks, measure progress and
drive decision-making. In this session, learn to identify profit drivers that result in positive financial performance
and how to develop a strategy that focuses on strategic objectives that drive long-term success.

Course Objectives:

Course Content:

After successfully completing this course, students
will be able to:

• Understand the composition of bank balance
sheets and income statements

• Bank financial statements
• Bank balance sheet and profitability ratios
• Traditional interest rate risk sensitivity gap
analysis

• Calculate balance sheet and income statement
ratios most commonly used by internal and
external bank constituents

• Identify best-of-class performance
• Understand the impact of risk and profits on a
bank’s interest rate

• Recognize how risk, pricing and performance
affect a bank’s liquidity position

• Understand the drivers of line of business,
product and customer profitability

• Net interest income and economic value of
equity due to interest rate changes

• Bank liquidity calculation and understanding
• Definitions of organizational, product and
customer profitability

• Components of profitability: funds transfer
pricing, cost allocation, capital assignment

• Strategic planning process
• Using management information in strategy
development and measurement

BMS

• Identify how marketing activities relate to bank
profitability and strategy

“This was a beneficial course. It’s good to get an overview
of what drives change in the bank.”
— 2021 Bank Marketing School Graduate
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Digital Marketing
Instructor: Amber Farley
Customers interact with your brand at many touchpoints, like pit stops along a journey. In this course, develop
a strategic mindset to connect the dots between available digital marketing channels and the customer journey.
Today’s consumers spend a majority of their day online, yet marketing budgets don’t always maximize that
opportunity. Learn effective tactics for planning digital channel selection, maintaining a brand across the entire
spectrum of engagement, applying the right channel at the right time and being resourceful with implementation
and measuring success.

Course Objectives:

Course Content:

After successfully completing this course, students

• How and why the consumer marketplace has
evolved

will be able to:

• Develop a comprehensive digital marketing
strategy

• Reach, attract and eventually convert a target
audience into customers

• Select the right digital channels, tactics and
platforms

• Determine the proper creative messaging per
channel
• Develop KPIs and other performance metrics
• Implement a plan across multiple channels
• Track performance through awareness, leads
and conversions

earned media

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategy development
Website and landing page design
Mobile-first creative messaging and design
Search marketing
Email marketing
Text marketing
Retargeting
Geofencing
Data gathering, metric analysis, performance
review and optimization

BMS

• Optimize results

• User experience and expectation
• The relationship between owned, paid and

“Amber is fun and energetic. I have gained a wealth of
knowledge to apply to our digital marketing plan.”
— 2021 Bank Marketing School Graduate
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Social Media Marketing
Instructor: Amber Farley
In this course, discuss the strategy, uses and planning required to succeed in the fast-changing world of
social media marketing. Social networks are constantly stepping up their game to keep users engaged
and entertained. Your organization’s social strategy should be doing the same. Whether you’re focused on
becoming a trusted resource, humanizing the bank, highlighting community involvement, promoting bank
products, developing business opportunities, or extending your customer service offerings, this course will
show you how to achieve results in the social space.

Course Objectives:

Course Content:

After successfully completing this course, students
will be able to:

• Develop a social media strategy that aligns with
the strategic objectives of the bank

• Optimize a bank’s presence across multiple
platforms

• Create social media content that drives
engagement

Social strategy checklist
Content that engages an audience
Ephemeral content
Social video best practices
Social selling
Social ad types and restrictions
Social media tools & dashboards
Performance metrics
Social evolution, learning what’s ahead

BMS

• Streamline social media management
• Plan, place and measure social ads

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“The instructor does an excellent job presenting the latest
information on a subject that is in a constant state of change.”
— 2021 Bank Marketing School Graduate
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Influencer Marketing
Instructor: Alana Levine
Influencer marketing has taken on an entirely new meaning since the rise of social media and the decline of
traditional advertising. Influencers can lend your brand authenticity, expand its reach, help you grow your own
social following and even increase sales. In this hyper-fragmented, noisy world, one lever for brand growth to
explore lies in creating authentic partnerships with influencers who have the power to persuade your target
audience. This course will explore how to create an end-to-end influencer strategy to help set your bank apart
from the competition.

Course Objectives:
After successfully completing this course, students will

BMS

be able to:

•

Determine the difference between influencers,
bloggers, brand ambassadors and consumer
advocates

•

Understand how to find and leverage micro, macro
and mega influencers that match your target
customer and marketing goals

•

Build relationships with influential peers and
personalities to promote your brand

•

Explain why influence is important for marketing
and build a case for influencer marketing to get
stakeholder buy-in

•
•

Map influencer marketing to the customer journey

•
•

Negotiate agreements and contracts with influencers

Course Content:

• End-to-end influencer strategy
• Compensation, agreements and contracts
• Influencer marketing plan and checklist

Create an influencer marketing plan that matches
your overall bank branding and business strategies
Measure influencer marketing performance

“A brand is no
longer what we tell
the consumer it is—
it is what consumers
tell each other it is.”
— Scott Cook,
co-founder of Intuit
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Content Marketing and Management
Instructor: Jody Guetter, CFMP
This course will review foundational elements of creating a content strategy for your bank. From understanding
the competition to developing your customer persona, you will walk away equipped with tactical takeaways
to build your content plan. Learn the proven processes to effectively document, plan and coordinate your
content plan, and create a production schedule to engage, nurture and convert your customers and prospects.
Discover ways to research, remix and repackage your content to make your content work harder for you.

Course Objectives:
After successfully completing this course, students
will be able to:

• Conduct a competitive analysis using both
quantitative and qualitative research

• Develop customer personas and content

Course Content:

•
•
•
•

Competitor research template
Persona template
Content marketing workbook template
Content management system template

strategy

• Integrate sales teams into the content planning
process

• Understand the different forms of content, and
how they factor into content strategy

• Develop a content plan
• Establish KPIs and measurements of success
• Maximize the content management process for
increased visibility

• Evaluate content to repurpose across
marketing channels

“It is no longer
enough to satisfy
your customers. You
BMS

must delight them.”
— Philip Kotler, Kellogg Graduate
School of Management Professor,
Author & Consultant
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Content Marketing Case Study
Instructor: John Oxford, CFMP
Modern marketing consists of the Four C’s: Content, Connection, Conversion and Campaigns. In this session,
learn about the first C: why all great marketing begins with content. Content marketing is about taking
information and making it something engaging that leads to an action. Learn to identify what brand content
should be for your bank, and how to create, deliver and measure it. Discover how to create content for various
budgets, receive a lesson in the creative process and explore new ideas to make a bank’s brand content grab
attention in the age of distraction.

Course Objectives:

Course Content:

After successfully completing this course, students
will be able to:

• Understand content and content marketing
• Follow the creative process of creating content
• Develop the right content for their brand’s
messaging

• Understand how great content leads to
connection and conversion

• Determine how to measure their content’s
success

• Decide which channels are right for their

• Discussion on content budget and compliance
challenges

• What works and what doesn’t
• How to create a content strategy around a
brand

• How to leverage one content piece for
maximum exposure

• Channels
• Partnerships
• How to think like a media company and not like
a bank

content delivery

BMS

• Properly budget for content deployment

“Good tools and takeaway material. It’s an exciting
presentation with so much energy. Love it!”
— 2021 Bank Marketing School Graduate
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Marketing ROI
Instructor: Joann Marsili, CFMP
Marketing professionals are required to fill many roles within a financial services organization. They provide
strategic direction, research client needs, conduct competitive intelligence, develop new products, manage
company communications, support sales activities and more. Given the large demands and challenges of the
job, many find it difficult to effectively evaluate and prioritize marketing activities. In this session, learn to show
the financial ROI of your bank marketing endeavors.

Course Objectives:

Course Content:

After successfully completing this course, students
will be able to:

• Calculate Return on Investment (ROI) on
marketing campaigns

• Evaluate the economic value of marketing
programs

• Determine which approach to take when
creating a marketing budget

• The importance of ROI to you and to your
institution

• Building the case for a marketing budget
• The economic value of marketing programs
• The creation of unique value propositions to
help drive increased sales, lower the cost of
acquisition, differentiate your company and
help you grow faster than the competition

BMS

• How to measure ROI

“Joann was an excellent presenter and helps make
the numbers make sense. I will definitely be using some
of her tactics when presenting to my executive team.”
— 2021 Bank Marketing School Graduate
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Marketing Intelligence: Data and Analytics
Instructor: Hunter Young
The implementation of “big data” and marketing analytics has challenged financial institutions everywhere. In
this course, discover various data types that can be used to make informed decisions in both traditional and
digital marketing endeavors. Learn to identify how to extract meaningful information from data sources, tools to
derive insights from this data, and best practices when taking action on discovered insights.

Course Objectives:

Course Content:

After successfully completing this course, students
will be able to:

• Effectively map what data exists in their bank
• Discover, extract, organize and describe data to
support business decisions

• Forecast marketing response rates
• Scrutinize digital marketing analytics to
determine campaign success and optimizations

•
•
•
•

Customer, market and digital data sources
Data planning rubric
Campaign performance analytics
CPC, CPM, CPA, LTV and other orienting
marketing metrics

• Demographic and behavioral segmentation
approaches

• Data visualization and report development

BMS

• Develop meaningful audience reports

“Hunter gave many ideas on how to organize the wealth
of data that most of us likely have, and showed us how
to structure data to get the most out of it.”
— 2021 Bank Marketing School Graduate
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PR/Communications
Instructor: Theresa Wendhausen, CFMP
In this course, examine mass and digital media from the perspective of both receivers and senders of marketing
communications. Learn to take into consideration both the consumer and business markets in a rapidly
changing environment. Consider how your organization handles PR, including requests for donations, media list
compilation, media contact strategies and the creation of an annual communication plan.

Course Objectives:

Course Content:

After successfully completing this course, students
will be able to:

• Identify and use available communication
channels

• Develop a measurable communication and
public relations plan

• Recognize the elements to consider when
creating a strategic program for community
giving

• Identification of communications channels that
currently exist

• B2B and B2C use of channels
• Discussion on the strengths and weaknesses of
different channels

• Benefits of optimizing channel use
• Definition of public relations management
• Strategic choices to consider when creating a
corporate giving program

• Leverage media contacts and annual marketing
calendars,

• Manage corporate citizenship activities to

BMS

increase visibility

“Great course. Very helpful and the real examples were great.
I will definitely use these insights to further my PR tactics.”
— 2021 Bank Marketing School Graduate
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Banking on Multicultural Consumers
Instructor: David Femi
Multicultural Americans play an integral role in expenditure growth in the country. The impact of this consumer
segment is central to the success of every consumer brand, and financial institution, in America. During this
course, gain insights into how marketing to multicultural consumers can elicit incredible results for your bank.

Course Objectives:
After successfully completing this course, students

Course Content:

• The rapidly changing demographics of the
country

will be able to:

• Understand the importance of building culturally
fluent brands

• Identify best practices for planning and
implementing multicultural marketing strategies

• Establish a presence within multicultural

•
•
•
•

Making the multicultural business case internally
Brand positioning and execution
Embracing the new majority
The M&T multicultural growth strategy and story

communities

BMS

“It’s time to
stop looking at these
communities as niche.
They are controlling
culture and purchasing
your products.”
— Shavone Charles,
head of diversity & inclusion
communications at
TikTok
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Strategic Alignment of Sales and Marketing
Instructor: Shelley Regin, CFMP
When sales and marketing teams work together, they can generate a powerful growth engine for banks.
Designed as an engaging case study, this course will walk through the steps to create alignment between the
sales divisions and marketing team to develop successful marketing campaigns and strategies in obtaining
bank-wide goals.

Course Objectives:

Course Content:

After successfully completing this course, students
will be able to:

• Help sales teams translate big picture strategies
into tangible opportunities

• Create effective and profitable strategies to

• Case study: coordinating sales and marketing
across an organization

• Exercises to engage in learning by application
• Group discussion on topics related to working
with sales teams

drive revenue growth

• Create a framework in which sales and

BMS

marketing teams can effectively work together
to achieve optimal results

“This course is very helpful. The resources
I received are very beneficial! Why reinvent the wheel
when someone else has perfected it?”
— 2021 Bank Marketing School Graduate
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Social Selling
Instructor: Dr. Anissa Evans
For bank marketers and the sales professionals they support, social media can play a critical role in engaging
with clients and prospects. Social selling helps you better understand your customers, which in turn,
contributes to better leads, bigger deals and richer relationships. Regulations surrounding the use of social
media in financial services, combined with a lack of knowledge about social media best practices, means social
selling is an underutilized tactic for banking professionals. Learn how to cultivate an online brand, and use
techniques for guiding the growth of your bank’s network, building relationships with prospects, and measuring
your social selling success.

Course Objectives:
After successfully completing this course, students
will be able to:

• Explain why social selling is important
• Define clear and actionable objectives for social

Course Content:

• Basics of social selling
• Building a customer-centric profile
• Measuring success

selling

• Know the steps needed to build a customercentric profile

• Teach your bank business lines to look the part
on social media

•
•
•
•

Research & plan for social selling
Engage in social prospecting
Understand social selling and regulations
Navigate the various social selling tools

“You’ve got
to start with the
customer experience
and work back toward
BMS

the technology—not the
other way around.”
— Steve Jobs, co-founder, former
CEO and chairman of Apple
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Compliance and Marketing
Instructor: Charles LeFevre, CRCM
This course will provide students with an overview of the laws and regulations that govern a bank’s advertising
and market planning. Students will learn how these laws and regulations relate to loan, deposit and nontraditional products and to customer privacy. Gain practical knowledge to ensure your bank’s advertising is
effective and compliant when developing appropriate marketing collateral.

Course Objectives:

Course Content:

After successfully completing this course, students
will be able to:

• Understand the laws and regulations that
govern advertising and market planning

• Ensure advertising is effective and compliant in
marketing collateral

• Identify resources available to ensure collateral
is compliant

• Legal and regulatory review
• Disclosures
• New product/service compliance risk
assessment

•
•
•
•

Targeting allegations
Disparate impact possibilities
Delivery channels
Consumer understanding and the potential to
mislead

• Over-promising, bait and switch considerations,
guarantees and refunds

• Privacy, coercion, incentives and harassments
(UDAP)

• Third party considerations
• Case studies and advertising examples
• Resources shared will include sample forms,

BMS

Websites, guides for UDAP and risk managing

“Charles is excellent. He made compliance exciting.”
— 2021 Bank Marketing School Graduate
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Marketing Risk Management
Instructor: Kimberly Barker Conway
Reputation risk affects an institution’s ability to establish new relationships, products or services, and continue
serving existing relationships. This risk can expose an organization to litigation, financial loss, and damage to
the brand. Aside from reputational damage, operational risk can lead to increased costs or decreased revenue.
In this course, learn to managing operational risk so you can ensure that your marketing programs are executed
on accurately, on time, on budget and on strategy.

Course Objectives:
After successfully completing this course, students
will be able to:

• Enhance the marketing risk management
discipline at their organization

• Use tools and techniques associated with
documenting and assessing risk, managing risk
events and storing important documentation

• Understand best practices for marketing
compliance and audit preparedness

Course Content:

• What is marketing risk, and how do you identify
and assess those risks

• When to accept, mitigate or transfer risk
• Explore efficient and effective controls that don’t
block creativity and impede your customer
experience

• Overview of processes that should be
documented by every marketing department
and how to do so

“Efficiency is
doing things right;
effectiveness is doing
BMS

the right things.”
— Peter Drucker, management
consultant, educator and author
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Effective Marketing Leadership
Instructor: Lance Kessler, CFMP
One of the biggest challenges facing marketers today is having a seat at the executive table. This course
is designed to explore the role of marketing, and how strategic leadership is essential to that role. Through
interactive discussion and hands-on activities, explore how to become a stronger leader in your organization.

Course Objectives:

Course Content:

After successfully completing this course, students
will be able to:

• Gain clarity on what the role of marketing
should be in their organizations

• Identify marketing leadership challenges and
how to overcome them

• The role of marketing in your organization
• The marketing leadership challenges facing
bank marketers

• Your leadership identity
• The key dimensions of effective marketing
leadership

• Describe their leadership identity as it relates to
their bank and marketing team

• How effective marketing leaders should spend
their time and effort

• Understand the key dimensions of effective
marketing leadership

• Determine how much time and effort bank

• What it takes to be a strong leader
• Improving marketing’s internal credibility

marketers should be spending on key
dimensions of effective marketing leadership

• Determine how to improve marketing’s

BMS

credibility inside the bank

“As someone new to my role, and not invited to the table,
I came away with a lot of ideas.”
— 2021 Bank Marketing School Graduate
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Faculty
Kimberly Barker Conway
Administrative Vice President
Marketing Planning & Operations
M&T Bank
Baltimore, MD
Dr. Anissa Evans, DBA, MA
Senior Manager,
Marketing Enablement
Robert Half
San Ramon, CA
Amber Farley
EVP, Emerging Media
Financial Marketing Solutions
Franklin, TN
Jody Guetter, CFMP
EVP, Market Innovation
Nymbus
Redwood Falls, MN
David Femi
Administrative Vice President
Multicultural Banking
& Diverse Market Strategy
M&T Bank
Buffalo, NY

Peggy Hudson, CFMP
SVP, Marketing
MidWestOne Bank
Dubuque, IA
Lance Kessler, CFMP
President
Lance Kessler & Associates
Mechanicsburg, PA
Charles LeFevre, CRCM
Consultant
New Orleans, LA
Alana Levine
CRO
Fintel Connect
Vancouver, BC
Joann Marsili, CFMP
SVP
Marketing and Digital Sales
Fidelity Bank
Dunmore, PA

John Oxford, CFMP
SVP & Director
Marketing & Public Relations
Renasant Bank
Tupelo, MS
Shelley Regin, CFMP
SVP, Marketing
Country Bank
Ware, MA
Theresa Wendhausen, CFMP
VP, Branding
& Communications Manager
First National Bank and Trust
Company
Beloit, WI
Hunter Young
Founder & President
HIFI Agency
Raleigh, NC

“Better than a
thousand days of
diligent study is one day
with a great teacher.”
—Japanese Proverb
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Master
Bank Marketing
in Two Weeks

Earn a certificate
in bank marketing

Build trusted
relationships

SME

Learn from
expert faculty
Gain fresh
perspectives
BMS

Develop superior
marketing strategies

You’ll get this!
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